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Quick Read In developing an understanding of how associations work, you need to be
aware of the differences between association and commercial publishing. This paper
will be useful to a professional in the commercial sector currently seeking a job in
association publishing, or to an executive from a commercial publishing house who has
recently joined an association. This paper will also serve as a refresher for experienced
association staff members.
Association publishing differs from commercial publishing in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Association publishers are much more risk-averse than commercial publishers.
Review and decision processes generally take longer, because volunteerelected officers are not publication professionals.
Associations fail to maximize sales potential due to a lack of a clear strategic
market awareness, and efficient investment of human and capital resources in
their publishing business.
Associations tend to promote and market only to their members and fail to go to
the broader market because they lack clear strategic goals, or do not choose to
invest in necessary staff and capital resources.
Associations tend to either overestimate or underestimate the impact of
membership on the outside world.
Associations can be hindered by micromanagement by elected officials and
member volunteers inexperienced in sound publishing business practices.
Associations lack the financial incentives of commercial publishing; for example,
bonuses tied to profitability and pay for performance.
Associations are highly political; i.e., volunteers may have hidden agendas.
Elected association leaders might not understand best publication financial
practices.
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•

Associations seldom have realistic long-range publication plans.

•

Association leaders can have unrealistic financial goals tied to publication
projects, especially pet projects.

•

Association volunteer leaders often do not understand that an association is a
business.

Working in an association setting after working for a commercial publisher can be
frustrating, especially with the slowness of decisions. The structure of an association
board of directors and the varied expertise of its members can make it difficult for rapid
business decisions, and sometimes good opportunities can be lost. How association
leadership and publication staff interacts will vary in individual organizations, and how
individual publication projects are managed and promoted will depend on these
interactions.
The good news is that successful association publishing programs can be built and
sustained by understanding and expecting these challenges. As someone new to the
association, you need to establish yourself at the beginning as an experienced
publishing expert. Take the time to explain standard publishing business practices to
your association’s upper management and elected officials. By establishing trust, you
will succeed in your association career. Success is a matter of understanding the
cultures of associations and then adjusting one’s work style to it.
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